**Screws:** the sturdiest means of hanging heavy framed items or shelves (any heavy components you may need to add to the walls). Please ask to use the drill.

**Map pins:** a cool and funky way to add an interactive element to your exhibition: invite visitors to place a pin on foamcore-mounted maps or images or post notes in the exhibition/event space.

**Brads/nails:** use brads or nails to install large and heavy foamcore-mounted images and framed material. Measure and mark walls before hammering nails.

**Keys:** use these keys to open the display cases. Each key is numbered to match its lock.

**Erasers:** erase blemishes from the wall with this eraser. It is surprisingly capable of removing smudges and pencil marks from white walls.

**3M Sticky Tabs:** possibly the most useful little exhibition tool. These sticky tabs are really versatile: use them to hang up light foamcore-mounted material, posters, etc. No holes necessary! Available at the Carleton Bookstore.

**Thumb tacks:** a quick and easy way to hang posters, signs, photos, etc. Slightly more elegant than silver thumb tacks (below).

**Push pins:** a quick and easy way to hang posters, signs, photos, etc. **WARNING:** Push pins will leave holes in paper/photographs!